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Abstract 
Gan hael 
Belfer, A. and M.C. Golumbic, Counting endpoint sequences for interval orders and interval graphs, 
Discrete Mathematics 114 (1993) 23-39. 
In this paper we design and analyze efficient algorithms for counting the number of endpoint 
sequences representing a given interval graph or interval order. The results are based on the 
construction of a suitable tree data structure to represent multiple solutions. We describe the 
relation of our meth, to PQ-trees and MPQ-trees. Finally, we discuss the connection of these 
structures with temp, reasoning. 
1. Introduction 
Let {IrheV be a set of intervals on the real line. We can define a partial order W on 
{ZL,}L,EV, where, for any U, w in V, we have (c, w)E&’ iff interval I, is to the left of interval 
I,. The order implied from this definition is the interval order and {ZU}otV is an interval 
representation for .‘A. A graph G = (V, E) is called an interval graph if its vertices L’ can 
be represented by intervals I, of the real line such that two vertices are adjacent iff the 
corresponding intervals intersect. Thus, the interval graph is the incomparability graph 
of an interval order (see also [6,7,9- 111). 
For a given interval order 3, we can find several topologically different interval 
representations for 3. For a given interval representation {Zv}ctV, we define its 
endpoint sequence to be the sequence of interval endpoints along the real line. We 
denote by v the left endpoint (startpoint) of interval I, and by 15 the right endpoint 
(3niskpoint) of the same interval. In Section 2 we prove that counting the number of 
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different endpoint sequences’ for interval representations of a given interval order 
9 on Vcan be done in O(l VI+IBl) time. 
In Section 3 we answer the same question for counting the number of different 
endpoint sequences for interval representations of an interval graph. We prove that 
this too can be determined in polynomial time using a special data structure which we 
call the endpoint tree. A different counting problem for interval graphs was presented 
in [13]. 
There are many practical applications in which one is interested in constructing 
a time line where each particular event or phenomenon corresponds to an interval 
representing its duration, for example, seriation in archaeology [14,15] and behav- 
ioral psychology [S]. More recently, Allen [l] has proposed the use of an interval 
algebra in order to maintain knowledge about time-dependent events. We conclude 
by discussing connections between interval orders and temporal reasoning. 
2. Counting endpoint sequences of an interval order 
2.1. II Data structures 
In order to obtain a linear-time algorithm, we will use the following tree-like data 
structure Il to represent an interval order. Let I’= { vl, . . . , v,} be a finite set and B an 
interval order on V. 
The real line acts as the root of the structure II, whose children, called P-nodes, are 
given in some specified linear order. The children of each P-node are leaves. The leaves 
of the n-structure consist of u_~, . . , y, of type ‘start’ and Vi, . . . , V, of type ‘finish’, where 
each ui is to the left of Vi in the H-structure. Each P-node has children of the same type, 
i.e. ‘start’ or ‘finish’. The P-nodes themselves alternate in type of the children along the 
real line (see Fig. 1). 
The frontier of any tree is defined to be the sequence of leaves from left to right. Two 
II-structures are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by arbitrarily 
permuting the leaves of the P-nodes. We define a rejection operation on ll to be the 
reversal of the order of P-nodes and changing each start leaf to a finish leaf and vice 
versa. The intention of this operation is to change the meaning of the < operator 
between two intervals from ‘left of’ to ‘right of’. 
Remark. We can construct such a unique II-structure from an endpoint sequence for 
B by a simple left-to-right traversal. We create a P-node for consecutive endpoints of 
the same type (i.e. startpoints or finishpoints). Each time the type of the endpoint 
changes, we create a new P-node which contains all consecutive endpoints of the same 
type. Conversely, the frontier of a n-structure corresponds to an endpoint sequence. 
1 When discussing an endpoint sequence, we assume that it has been obtained from a set of intervals 
{IL ), .V; thus, it is always valid, its corresponding interval order and interval graph being those of {ZU)L,eV. 
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Fig. I. An example of II-structure. 
We will show that all endpoint sequences for 3 are described by I7. Similarly, the 
reflection of Il represents .%‘- ‘, the reversal of 3. 
Theorem 2.1. Two d$ferent endpoint sequences have the same interval order 22 iff they 
have equivalent II-structure. 
Proof. a: Let S1, S2 be the given endpoint sequences and 17,) LIT, their Z7-structures, 
respectively. We compare I7, with ITz by left-to-right traversal on both structures. 
Assume PHI is the first P-node on I7, which is different from (has group of leaves 
which is not equal to) Pn2, the corresponding P-node on lZ2. Assume, without loss of 
generality, that Pn, contains startpoints and Q, is a startpoint which is not a member 
of Pn,. By the selection of P,, , vu, is to the right of Pn, in Hz. The next P-node on II,, 
say P,, + 1, is, by def ion, a finishpoint-type P-node, i.e. vn, is to the right of Pn, + 1. 
Let vU12 be an eleme of Pnz + 1 ; then on l7, it is clear that vnz < II”,, while on Ii’, , 
~IlZ#Vll,> a contradiction. 
-G=: Let Il, and 117, be . . equivalent n-structures; we create two endpoint 
sequences S, and S2 by trave;&tg left to right on both structures, respectively. We 
define two interval orders &?r and gz in the following way: For each pair of endpoints, 
we will define an element in the interval order and the relation 9?i is defined by 
(V,W)Ec@i 9 {C<iW), where i= 1,2 and < i is the corresponding order of endpoints. 
Now suppose that there is a pair of elements (c, w)E&?~ but (v, w)$&?~; from this follows 
that 6 < 1 y and V # 2w; yet this cannot happen on two equivalent H-structures. Cl 
Theorem 2.2. We can build a Ill-structure for a given interval order R on a set V in 
O(i Vl+l91) time. 
Proof. We build the l7-structure by successively adding the elements of V according 
to a topologically sorted ordering vl, . . . . v, of 9 (which can be obtained in 
0( I VI + I R I) time). This way we can be sure that, when adding element vi to the 
elements :Uj} already in X7, we have either vj<vi or vj incomparable with vi. 
Assume I VI = 1; then, for {IC.}I-.EV, the only possible representation is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The I7-structure on one vertex. 
Assume that we constructed already the data structure for U = {ui , .. , vK}. Now we 
will show how to add uK+ 1 to the structure. 
Using the relation 9, the element uK+i divides U into two disjoint groups: 
B= U\A. 
Recall that every element of B is incomparable with u K + I because of the topological 
order. 
(1) If B = 8 then I,,+ I lies totally to the right of A; so, simply add a copy of Fig. 2 to 
the right-hand side. 
(2) IfA=@theng K + 1 must be added to the leftmost P-node and tYK + 1 must be 
added to the rightmost P-node. 
(3) Assume A#@ and B#@. 
Let P, be the rightmost P-node containing finishpoints of A, and let Pb be the 
leftmost P-node containing finishpoints of B. (Either P, and Pb coincide, or Pb is 
somewhere to the right of P,). Since no member of U is greater than uK + 1 in 2, 
UK+ 1 must be added to the rightmost P-node. 
Now we have two subcases: 
(3A) Assume that Pa contains leaves from A only. 
Let P; be the P-node immediately to the right of P,. Pz contains startpoints from 
B only. Add yK + 1 to P; as new leaf; we can do this because Pi does not contain any 
elements from A. 
(3B) Assume that Pa contains leaves from A and B. 
In this case we split Pa into two P-nodes: P,” containing finishpoints of P, from A and 
P,” containing finishpoints of P,, from B. Finally, we insert a new P-node with child 
Ed+ 1 between Pf and Pf. 
Let us evaluate the complexity of the above algorithm. The preprocessing (topologi- 
tally ordering the elements) takes 0( 1 VI + I921). In each stage of the algorithm we need 
to find the rightmost element of A. This can be done by examining all elements 
comparable with I,, + , . Splitting a P-node, which happens in case (3B), can also be 
done in the same complexity. The total complexity is, therefore, O() V I+ 193 I). 0 
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2.2. Counting 
Counting the number of endpoint sequences of an interval order from a given 
II-structure is straightforward. The number of endpoint sequences is given by 
where the product is taken over all P-nodes. This obviously equals the number of 
equivalent structures of L’. Hence, the counting of endpoint sequences of an interval 
order using a given n-structure has complexity of O(l VI) time. I? 
3. Counting endpoint sequences of an interval graph 
3.1. PQ- and MPQ-trees 
A subset A of vertices of a graph G = ( V, E ) is a clique if every pair of vertices in A is 
connected by an edge of the graph. A clique A is maximal if there is no clique of 
G which properly contains A as a subset. A clique is maximum if there is no clique of 
G of larger cardinality. 
The maximal cliques play an important role in interval graphs. There are at most 
I V) maximal cliques, and they can be used to characterize interval graphs as follows. 
Theorem 3.1 (Fulkerson and Gross [S]). A graph G is an interual graph ifs the 
maximal cliques of G can be linearly ordered such that, for each vertex v, the maximal 
cliques containing v occur consecutively; such an ordering of the maximal cliques is said 
to have the consecutive-ones property. 
This fact is used for a fast recognition algorithm of interval graphs [4] using 
PQ-trees.’ 
A PQ-tree is a rooted tree T with two types of internal nodes P and Q. The leaves of 
T are labeled 1~ 1 with the maximal cliques of the interval graph G. 
The frontier of a PQ-tree T is the permutation of the maximal cliques correspond- 
ing to the ordering of the leaves of T from left to right. PQ-trees T and T’ are 
equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by applying the following rules 
a finite number of times: 
(Rl) Arbitrarily permute the sons of a P-node. 
(R2) Reverse the order of the sons of a Q-node. 
It is shown in [4] that G is an interval graph iff there is a PQ-tree T whose frontier is 
an ordering of the maximal cliques of G having consecutive-ones property. A PQ-tree 
T represents graph G = (V, E) in 0( I 1/l + ( E I) space. 
The modified PQ-tree T* (MPQ-tree for short) assigns subsets (possibly empty) of 
vertices of the interval graph G = (V, E) to the nodes of a PQ-tree T representing G. 
’ For detailed explanations and algorithms on PQ-trees, see [4, lo] 
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A P-node is assigned only one set, while a Q-node has a set for each of its sons (ordered 
from left to right according to the ordering of its sons). 
For a P-node P, the set consists of those vertices of G that are contained in all 
maximal cliques represented by the subtree rooted at P and not contained in any 
other clique. 
For a Q-node Q, let Xi, . . . . X,,, be the sons of Q, and let c be the subtree of T with 
root Xi; we then assign a set Si (called section) to Q for each Xi. Section Si contains all 
vertices that are contained in all maximal cliques of Ti and may be some other sons 
Tj of Q, but not in any clique belonging to any other subtree of T that is not below Q. 
Since the maximal cliques containing a fixed vertex occur consecutively in T, it 
suffices to represent vertex v belonging to several Si, . . . , Sk only in the leftmost and 
rightmost sections (i.e. S’i and S,). (Therefore, each vertex appears at most twice on the 
tree.) Thus, T* represents G in 0( 1 VI) space.3 A simple recognition algorithm in [16] 
uses this data structure for interval graphs. 
Equivalence of MPQ-trees is defined analogously using rules (Rl) and (R2). 
3.2. Endpoint trees 
Let {IV)DEV be an interval representation of an interval graph G =( V, E). An 
endpoint tree is a rooted tree T # having three types of internal nodes P, Q and R. The 
leaves of this tree are labeled l-l, with the endpoints of the intervals {ZV}v~V. The 
leaves are connected to R-nodes only. 
An endpoint tree is valid iff the following hold: 
(1) The frontier of the tree always has v_ prior to V. 
(2) All leaves of an R-node are of the same type, i.e. startpoints or finishpoints. 
Therefore, there are actually two sorts of R-nodes; R containing startpoints only and 
R containing finishpoints only. 
(3) Sons of Q-nodes may be Q-, P- and R-nodes. Sons of P-nodes may be Q-nodes 
only. Sons of R-nodes are leaves only. 
(4) The startpoint and finishpoint of any interval are placed as sons of two R-nodes 
which are sons of the same Q-node (have the same Q-node grandfather). 
(5) There are always an R-son and an R-son between any two consecutive non- 
R-sons of a Q-node. 
It has been shown in [16] that an MPQ-tree can be grown in O(( V( + 1 El) time. We 
will next prove that an endpoint tree T # can be obtained from a given MPQ-tree T* 
in 0( 1 VI) time, and prove that all the possible equivalent trees of T# produce all 
possible endpoint sequences of a given interval graph. 
In this section we denote P- and Q-nodes by P* and Q* for MPQ-trees and P# and 
Q” for endpoint trees. 
3 This is the essential difference between the PQ-tree and the MPQ-tree. While a leaf represents 
a maximal clique in both models, this clique is obtained in the MPQ-tree by taking the union of the subsets 
along the path from leaf to root. 
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Lemma 3.2. Conversion of a P*-node of an MPQ-tree to its equivalent form in an 
endpoint tree can be done in linear time. 
Proof. A P*-node of an MPQ-tree is assigned, by definition, the set of those vertices of 
G that are contained in all maximal cliques represented by the subtree rooted at P* in 
T* but in no other clique. Let S* be the set of vertices assigned to P*. Thus, the 
intervals corresponding to S* must intersect with all intervals corresponding to 
vertices in the subtree of P* and must be disjoint from intervals corresponding to 
vertices that do not belong to that subtree. 
From this it follows that all startpoints of S* vertices must (in terms of the frontier) 
be before the subtree of P*, and the finishpoints must be after that subtree. Since two 
intervals that include a third interval must intersect, and all intervals corresponding to 
vertices in S* include intervals of subtree of P*, they all intersect creating a clique. 
The general way to present a maximal clique in an endpoint tree is shown in Fig. 3. 
Thus, from a given MPQ-tree P*-node, illustrated in Fig. 4, we obtain the endpoint 
tree in Fig. 5. 
If the original P*-node contains no vertices (i.e. S* =8) then the corresponding 
structure is the same as in the original MPQ-tree. 
It is clear that this transformation can be done in linear time of vertices, i.e. 
NW). 0 
-JJ 
?!I liz . . . l)k v1 vz . . . ck 
fj s*=v, . ..Vk 
T, T, . . . T, 
Fig. 3. Clique representation in an endpoint tree. Fig. 4. A general P*-node of MPQ-tree. 
?l !!2 . . . 9 Tl Tz . . . T, V, V2 . . . 9 
Fig. 5. Endpoint tree structure obtained from MPQ-tree P*-node. 
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Every son of a P*-node has assigned a set of vertices that are disconnected in 
G from vertices of the sets assigned to other sons of the same P*-node; from this it 
follows that the corresponding intervals are disjoint. This means that we can change 
the order of the sons without affecting the interval graph. 
Lemma 3.3. Converting a Q*-node to its equivalent form in an endpoint tree can be done 
in linear time. 
Proof. In an MPQ-tree, each Q*-node consists of n sections S:, . .., S,* such that 
section SF contains all vertices that are contained in all maximal cliques of the subtree 
Tr and some other TT, and not in any clique belonging to any subtree of T* that is 
not below Q* (see Fig. 6). 
Let vk be a vertex that belongs to SF, . , ST (it actually appears only in ST and Sj* on 
Q*), meaning that vk belongs to all maximal cliques of TT, . .., TT; thus, the corres- 
ponding interval must intersect with all intervals corresponding to vertices of 
TT, . , TT, i < j. In other words, the startpoint must be before T T and the endpoint 
after Tj*. This statement holds for all vertices of ST u ... u S,*. The only problem now 
is how to arrange these endpoints along the real line. 
The correct layout for the Q*-node equivalent structure in the endpoint tree 
is shown in Fig. 7, where Ri contains those vertices which appear in ST first 
(in ascending order) and & are those vertices for which SF is the last appearance. 
Vertex vk which belongs to sections ST, . . , ST+, will appear on &j as a startpoint and 
T,* Tz* . . . 
Fig. 6. Q*-node. 
Tfl* 
I 1 
Fig. 7. Endpoint-tree structure obtained from MPQ-tree. Q*-node (Fig. 6). 
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on Rj+m as finishpoint; thus, it’s corresponding interval (which will be constructed 
from the frontier) will intersect with all subtrees T,? , . . . , Tj#+,. It also intersects with 
all other vertices of Q* which intersect with one of these subtrees and is contained in 
ST u ... u Sj*, m. Vertices which appear first in Sj*,, + 1 or appear last on ST_ 1 will not 
intersect with the interval corresponding to uk because, otherwise there would have to 
be an edge between them, and they would be contained in a maximal clique, i.e. the 
structure of the MPQ-tree would be different. 
It is clear that this transformation can be done in 0( 1 ST I+ ... + 1 S,* I) time. 0 
3.3. Counting 
We have proved that P*- and Q*-nodes can be transformed into the corresponding 
endpoint tree structure in linear time (in the number of the node vertices). In each step 
we also showed that the frontier of the resulting tree corresponds to an interval 
representation for the MPQ-tree. Therefore, the total process of converting the 
MPQ-tree into its equivalent form in endpoint tree can be done in linear time O(1 V/).4 
The building of the MPQ-tree takes 0( I VI + I E I) time; therefore, the overall complex- 
ity is O(lVl+lEl). 
Lemma 3.3. There is a 1-l correspondence between ordering of maximal cliques 
with consecutive-ones property of a graph G = (V, E) and interval orders having in- 
comparability graph G. 
Proof. It is well known [8,9] that G is an interval graph iff there is an ordering of 
maximal cliques of G having consecutive-ones property iff every transitive orientation 
of the complement of G is an interval order. We, therefore, prove only that the 
correspondence is a bijection. 
Let I(x) denote the set of maximal cliques of G which contain a vertex x. For a given 
ordering of the maximal cliques which satisfies the consecutive-ones property, we 
define a unique interval order as follows: 
X<Y * I(X)<~(Y), 
i.e. the rightmost clique of I(x) is to the left of the leftmost clique of I(y). This defines 
an interval order whose incomparability graph is G, that is, xy~E o I(x)nI( y) ~8. 
Next we will show that two different maximal clique arrangements indeed create two 
different interval orders. 
Supposeo=[C,,C2,...,Ck] andcr’=[C;,C;,...,C;]aretwoorderingsofmaxi- 
ma1 cliques with consecutive-ones property, and $2 and 2’ are the two corresponding 
interval orders. Take the first i such that Ci# Cl. Now we take xgCi such that x#Ci+ 1 
and x$C:. (We can make such a selection because C; is a maximal clique which 
4 Each node of the MPQ-tree is transformed in linear time of its associated subset of vertices. The 
number of nodes on the endpoint tree remains linear in number of nodes of the MPQ-tree. 
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appears on &Y after Ci; now being maximal there is always an XEC~ such that x$C~+~ 
and this x is not in Ci because of the consecutive-ones property.) Next we take y~Ci 
such that y$Ci (such y always exist because of maximality, and x # y). For these two 
elements, we have x < y in 9, while y < x in 9”. 0 
We already know from [4] that there is a l-l correspondence between maximal 
clique arrangements with consecutive-ones property and the set of different frontiers 
of a PQ-tree. Using Lemma 3.3, we have shown that the 1 - 1 correspondence extends 
to interval orders having incomparability graph G. But [16] showed the l- 1 corre- 
spondence between equivalent PQ-trees and MPQ-trees; hence, the number of equiva- 
lent MPQ-tree frontiers equals the number of interval orders having incomparability 
graph G. 
The R-frontier of an endpoint tree is the R-node ordering from left to right of an 
endpoint tree. Two endpoint trees are called PQ-equivalent if one can be transformed 
into the other by applying the following rules on their P- and Q-nodes. 
(R’l) Arbitrarily permute the sons of a P-node. 
(R’2) Reverse the order of the sons of a Q-node if it has more than two R-node sons, 
and change the type of any R-node sons. 
Two PQ-equivalent endpoint trees with the same R-frontier are called R-equivalent 
endpoint trees. 
Lemma 3.4. There is a 1 - 1 correspondence between equivalent MPQ-trees and the sets 
of R-equivalent endpoint trees having interval graph G. 
Proof. We will show next that the number of R-equivalent sets of endpoint trees is 
equal to the number of equivalent MPQ-trees having interval graph G. 
Using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we know that the endpoint tree construction preserves 
the number of P- and Q-sons for P- and Q-nodes (see Figs. 4-7). We also see that for 
any P*-node P with S* #& the construction of Lemma 3.2 creates a new Q*-node with 
two R-node sons; however, this node does not affect the number of different sets of 
R-equivalent trees due to rule R’2 which does not allow changes in the order of such 
a node. From this we can see that the number of permutations of a P*-node using rule 
Rl is equal to the number of permutations of the corresponding P#-node structure 
using R’l and the reverse order that can be applied to any Q*-node of the MPQ-tree 
can be applied to its corresponding Q#-node of the endpoint tree. Now since each 
different permutation of any P-node or change of orientation of any Q-node creates 
a different R-frontier, the number of equivalent MPQ-trees having interval graph G is 
equal to the number of different R-equivalent sets of endpoint trees for G. 0 
Using Lemma 3.4 and the correspondence between the number of different 
MPQ-tree frontiers and interval orders for graph G, we conclude that the number of 
R-frontiers of the endpoint tree is equal to the number of interval orders having graph 
G. This enables us to use the R-frontier for counting. But, unfortunately, from the 
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counting point of view, the R-frontier is not a valid Z7-structure as the examples in 
Figs. 8- 10 show. The R-frontier represented in Fig. 9 is different from the ZI-structure 
designed for the corresponding interval order (Fig. 10). 
It can be shown that we can obtain the n-structure from the R-frontier in O(l VI) 
time. However, since the greedy approach of building all possible D-structures from 
different frontiers of an endpoint tree is exponential, due to an exponential number of 
frontiers, we will use a bottom-up algorithm to count the number of endpoint 
sequences in order to achieve polynomial results. 
On each node N of the endpoint tree, we will produce a list of triples of the 
form (Si, CL, Fi), where Si is the number of vertices in the leftmost startpoint R-node, 
Fi is the number of vertices in the rightmost finishpoint R-node and Ci is a partial 
count for the subtree rooted at N with respect to Si and Fi. In each node we will 
compute the list of such triples representing all possible sizes and partial counts of the 
extreme nodes. 
Fig. 8. Endpoint tree. Fig .9. PQ-frontier of the endpoint tree in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 10. II-structure of the order implied from Fig. 8. 
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Algorithm A. Counting the number of different endpoint sequences for an interval graph 
using bottom-up traversal on the endpoint tree 
(1) Simple Q-node, i.e. Q-node whose sons are R-nodes only, i.e. &, R2,. . ., RIK- i, RZK, 
see Fig. 11. 
There are two triples for such a structure, (1 R i 1, Qs, lRZKl) and (1 RZK 1, QS, I R 1 I), 
where Qs = nf!; ’ / Ril !, which represent the two possible interval orders. If K = 1 
(only two R-node sons with equal size I& 1 I =/I?, I) then take only one triple of the 
form (/ & 1 1, 1, I l?, I). If ) & 1 / = I RzK 1, then we join the two triples to one triple, doubling 
the middle count, i.e. (I E 1 \,2Q,, I &I). 
(2) Simple P-node, i.e. P-node whose sons are n simple Q-nodes (Fig. 12). 
We already know the lists Li= { (Sa, C”, F”)} of triples for the n subtrees. The 
counting for such a structure is obtained by summing the counting for all possible 
permutations of the Q-nodes. 
We will perform the counting in the following way: First selecting the left- and 
right-extreme Q-nodes Qi and Qj and triples tag_& and tbELj. The partial count for this 
Fig. 11. Simple Q-node. 
Fig. 12. Simple P-node. 
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cii,~.j,~)=c:.Fu.{(n-2)! fil ( *~Lts:.c:.~:))sg.cg. 
I#i,j 
We note that, for each i#j, 16 i, j<n, there are up to 4 such calculations since the 
Q-nodes are simple. We can construct a list of triples of the form (ST, C(i, a, j, b), Fjb), 
where i #j, 1 <i, j < n and a, hi{ 1,2}. This list is sorted lexicographically and we 
combine all triples with equal extreme numbers, by summing their middle counts. The 
length of the sorted and reduced list is linear in the number of vertices 1 VP1 in the 
subtree, and the sorting has time complexity 0( 1 V,l log I Vpl). 
(3) Generul Q-node (Fig. 13). 
In this case we have n different subtrees and at most 2n R-nodes, half of type start 
and half of type finish. (In order to simplify the formulas, we will use dummy zero-size 
R-nodes for nonexistent R-nodes.) For each subtree T’, we already have a list of sorted 
triples Li whose element is of the form ty =(Sq, Cq, Fq). Next we will analyze two cases: 
Case I. Counting ,for inner trees (i.e. not for T, and T,). 
In this case we have n - 2 lists of triples, Li, 1 < i < n. We can count the partial result 
for the subtree Ti rooted at Q, without considering the rest of the tree. (We can do this 
partial counting because of the alternation of types along the Q-node, which does not 
allow combinations of successive subtrees.) The counting for a specific triple tq~& is 
c(i,U)=(R2i~1+SS)!‘C9.(F9+R2i)! 
and, thus, the total counting for the subtree Ti is 
Ci= C c(i, U) 
f?EL, 




Case II. Counting for outer trees (i.e. TI or T,). 
In this case we have to isolate the leftmost startpoint in TI or the rightmost 
finishpoint in T, for counting in higher levels of the tree. (We will show the counting 
for T, since the results for T, are symmetrical.) 
Fig. 13. General Q-node. 
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The partial counting for r, is done by taking ty from L1 and, therefore, 
c’(l,a)=C’;(F’;+Rz)!. 
We can create a set of pairs 
LT={((S”,+R,),c’(l,a))I lbablL,I}, 
sort this list lexicographically and combine all elements with equal first coordinate. 
Thus, we get a shorter list L\*. For elements of L,, we have a similar result: 
c’(n,a)=(SPI+R2n_1)!.C:: 
and the list 
L,* = [(c’(n, a), (F:: + Rz,)) I 1 dad IL, I] 
and the reduced list called Zn*. Now the resulting triples are of the form 
t a~,a,~~~Sal’+Rl~~c’~1~al~~ci~~~~~~’~n~a~~~~F~”+R~~~~: 
where 1 da, < IL;* I and 1 da, < 1 LL* I. We can also define the reverse t;,,., elements by 
reversing the order of elements in t,, ,(In. Now we can create a combined list that can be 
sorted and reduced. The final result is the following list: 
L,= {sorted and reduced list of {to, a,, tL,,a,}}. 
The complexity of counting for this node is as follows. 
For each inner tree, ci is calculated in O(lLil) and, therefore, the counting for all 
inner nodes is of time complexity O(Ci I Li I). K nowing that n <C i I Li 1, we can still have 
time complexity Of O(CilLil) for Cinner. Creating of the lists L>* and LA* is done in time 
complexity of 0( 1 L1 I log IL, I) and 0( I L, 1 log IL, I), respectively, and, finally, creating 
of the list L, is done in 0( I L\* / . ILL* I). This is also the size of L,. It is easy to show 
that ILQI is O(l VQI) cvQ is the number of vertices in the subtree.) The total time for 
counting this node is bounded by 0( I VQ I log I b&I). 
(4) General P-node (Fig. 14). 
For each z, 1 < i < II, we have the list Li of triples. The counting will use the fact that 
all Li are sorted and the total counting for all subtrees is 
Cp= fi Di, 
i=l 
where 
ci= c (sq!.cy.Fy!). 
OGLi 
First, we will select two extreme triples of two lists, say aELi and bELj. NOW, the 
counting where a is the leftmost triple and b is the rightmost triple is 
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T, T, . . . T, 
Fig. 14. General P-node. 
where K=(Cq.FT!).(n-2)!.(Sjb!.Cj!). We can compute the numbers (Ti for l<i<n, 
and create a sorted and reduced list by simultaneous traversal of the lists. This can be 
done in O((CLi)*) time. This actually shows that the time for this computation is 
bounded by O(l VJ*) time. The size of the created list is O(l VPl). 0 
A sample run of the algorithm on endpoint tree of Fig. 15 is as follows: 
Let IItll=2, I~‘t21=3, IBrl=4, Icrl=5, Ic2/=2. 
Now we will do the count bottom-up: 
(1) LQ, = (5, l, 5), LQ, = (2, 1, 2). 
(2) LP, =((5, 1O,2),(2,lO,5)}, 




The total count is 
Theorem 3.5. The endpoint-counting algorithm ,for interval graphs has time complexity 
O(l V13) and space complexity O(l VI). 
Proof. In each stage of the algorithm we have computed the list of reduced and sorted 
triples in O(/ Vii*) time (I vi/ is the number of vertices in the subtree). Since we have at 
most 0( I VI) levels on any tree, the total time complexity is 0( 1 V13). Space complexity 
is O(l VI) since, at every stage, the length of the list for a subtree 7; is at most 
WI WI. 0 
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Fig. 15. An example of counting algorithm. 
4. Conclusion 
Reasoning about time is essential for many applications in artificial intelligence. 
Given certain explicit relationships between a set of events, we would like to have the 
ability to infer additional relationships which are implicit in those given. For example, 
the transitivity of ‘before’ and ‘contains’ may allow us to infer information regarding 
the sequence of events. Such inferences are essential in story understanding, planning 
and casual reasoning. Indeed, it was the intersection data of time intervals that 
motivated Hajiis [ 121 to define and ask for a characterization of interval graphs, and 
which provides the clues for solving the ‘Berge mystery story’ [lo, p. 201. 
The I7 data structure constructed in Section 2 allows us to represent all endpoint 
sequences consistent with a given interval order using O(n) space and it allows us to 
answer all precedence queries of the form ‘Is a<&? in constant time. Moreover, our 
construction given in the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that for interval orders the 
transitive closure can be calculated in linear time. This provides the theoretical 
justification for the efficiency of temporal reasoners in [17,18]. Our treatment of 
MPQ-trees in Section 3 indicates that similar efficiencies are possible for interval 
intersection data. In 121 we discuss how to use the structures designed here for 
counting endpoint sequences in temporal reasoning. The relationship between 
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interval algebra [ 1,191 and interval graphs in the context of temporal reasoning must 
be explored further. 
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